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and submitted.
then turning loose both barrels at and many business! houses and resi$100,000.00
court
The
until
$50,000.00
,
Monday.
adjourned
the buggy, which was badly perforat dences' are today receiving the finishNew Company Here.
ed. . Muesseler will recover, as me ing touches of profuse decoration,
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JEWISH NEW YEAR 5673
-A $250,000 company with Santa Fe
..
rshot was not fired at close range and Their royal highnesses are to remain New
e
3
York, Sept 12. The setting ot men back of it, is another mark of
the leaden pellets were all extracted. the guests of Banff for three days,
the sun this evening ushers in the progress in the city's development.
was
waicner
arrested and after a during which time they will have am. Jewish new
year 5673. The festival is The articles of Incorporation weTe
J. M. Cunningham, President
T. Kafkins, Catfcler.
hearing placed under 500 bond to pie opportunity to inspect the many one of
the most Important of thg Jew- filed In the office of the corporation
Frank
Springer,
await the action of the grand jury.
scenio wonders of this locality.
The new
ish calendar and is. strictly observed commission this morning.
by the reformed and Orthodox alike. company is called the New Mexico
The orthodox carry the observance ov Realty and Livestock company with
GROWS BEAUTIFUL HEAVY HAIR
er two days, during which time they Lew J. Jewett named as statutory
WE PROVE IT-- 25
CENT "DAN DERI NE" cease all work. The reform Jews cele agent. The company's capitalization
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEFOSITS
of $250,000 comprises 2,500 shares at
brate only one day.
There are more than 60 Jewish $10 each, the stockholders being
DESTROYS DANDRUFF STOPS FALLING HAIR CLEANS AND INVIG
churches in Greater New York, but Franklin Kolb of Santa Fe, 250
ORATES YOUR SCALP DELIGHTFUL
DRESSING
even this large number Is insufficient shares; L. L. Jewett of Santa Fe, 250
shares; Ray C. Montgomery of Mof
To be possessed of a head of heavy, when you will see new hair fine and to accommodate the large number of
fat, Colo., 25 shares; Harold R. Mc- beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy, downy at first yes but really new worshipers on important feast or fast Gibbon of Santa
Fe, 10 shares; Wil
wavy and free from dandruff is mere- hair sprouting
out all over your days. This lack of adeqaute accom- liara M. Mobson of Santa Fe, 10
'
ly a matter of using a little Dande-rin- scalp Danderlne Is, we believe, the modations Is not t be wondered at, shares.
only sure hair grower; destroyer of In view of the fact that nearly 1,000,-00The Carbon City Beer and Ice
Capital Stock,
or considerably more than half
It is easy and inexpensive to have dandruff and cure for Itchy scalp and
has changed its name to Gallup
nice, soft hair and lots of It. Just it never fails to stop falling hair at of the total number of Jews in Ameri- Cold Storage company and increased
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
ca, reside In this city.
get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's once.
its capital stock to $50,000.
For the present holiday season the A certificate of amendment was
Danderlne now all drug stores rec
If you want to 'prove how pretty
Wm. G. Ilaydon
ommend it apply a little as directed and soft your hair really Is, moisten a Kehillah, or Jewish Community of New also filed
President
bj the Great Western Comand within ten minutes there will he cloth with a little Danderlne and care- York, has made arrangements to use mercial company changing its name
H, W. Kelly
Vice President
an apearance of abundance; freshn- fully draw it through your hair tak- a number ot provisional synagogues. to the Polish National Sanitarium, sitD. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
ess,- flutfiness and an incomporabale ing one small strand at a time. Your The organiaztlon has also made ar- uated at Roy, Mora county, New Mexico.
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IMPERIAL OBSEQUIES WILL GIVE
MODERNS A GLIMPSE OF
ANCIENT JAPAN.

The funeral of the lale Emperor
Mutsuhito of Japan, to take place m
Tokio on September 13, and the W'.r-ia- l
at Momoyama the day following,
will take- Japan back to the time of
Emperor Kvranmu, twelve hundred
years ago. Every particular and detail of the service will be arranged
trictly following the customs of the
eighth century, Bays the New York
World.
i
During the period of the Togukawa
Shuguns the old customs iof the imperial court were not strictly observ--ed- ,
and the coming funeral will be
court function
the first important
which is done according to the old
custom of the time of Emperor Kwan-ni-

u.

where the service will be performed J
is about 90x43 feet, and will be built!
of cypreBS, and the roof will be covered with, the bark of the same tree.
And two more small buildings will be
erected near the same building for
the occasion of the funeral service.
Inside the bamboo Inclosure only
the emperor, the empress, the empress dowager, prinqea and princesses
of the blood, the representatives of
foreign sovereigns and other members of the diplomatic body, the wearers of the grand order, tle dignitaries of the Shinin rank, marshals and
fleet admirals, generals and admiralB,
officers of Chokunln and Sonin ranks,
those who have court rank, the peers,
the members of the Imperial dlet'and
representatives of various public bodies will be present. However, the
number

is expected to r(each 3,000.
Outside of the bamboo fence another fence will be built with about
twenty feet space between, and
around the outjer fence the1 public will
gather to have a glimpse of the service.
The road which will be traveled by
the Imperial cortege from the palace
to the Aoyama parade ground is practically done over, and all houses along
the route will be covered with the
black cloth on the day of the

fun-era- L

The body of the- late emperor is
placed in the casket of cypress, the
holy tree of Japan. The casket is
placed in another of larger size, and
the space between the two is filled
with, perfumes. The third casket,
which is the outside casket, is heavy
and massive. Altogether the casket
of the late emperor weighs 4,000
-

pounds.
At 7 p. m. September 13 the casket,
which is placed in. the Imperial Pal
ace in Tokio, will be brought to the
Aoyama parade ground, where the
funeral service will be held. The car

And the ground before the palace,
the Aoyama parade ground and the
route will be lighted with "kagarl-bi- "
(bonfire )and torches. But they will
not be bonfires of the old time, as
the electric and gas lights are to be
used to give the effect of bonfires
and torches.
Some of the poems composed b
the late emperor have been set to
music by the court musician, and the
music will be played during the sei
vice and along the route to the Oaya-mparade ground. The music will
be given by twelve flutes and twelve
drums of different sizes. And also
ancient marches which have not been
played for centuries will be played
along the route of the imperial cortege by the court musicians.
The imperial casket will leave the
palace at 7 o'clock, preceded by 22
banners of the
imperial court,
and followed by the processions of
,

a

riage which carries the imperial casket is constructed according to the
traditions of the court. It has a front
awing, which gives it a shape like
the opening petals of the morning
glory, and will be drawn by seven
oxen. Tb,e weight of the whole car
riage will be about 10,000 pounds.
The seven oxen are already selected
in Kyoto for the purpose, and they
are now waiting- the funeral day in court
-

Tokio.

The new emperor, empress, dowa
ger empress, princes and others who
take part in the funeral will be all
dressed in old court costumes, which
many of them never used in their
life.
C'Aha nf h Curt Aral
At the Aoyama parade grounds a
large inclosure by the bamboo fence
is made, and 1,500 carpenters and la
borers are working day aud night to
prepare the place. The main building

officers, high officials, foreign envoys and others. The emperor, the empress and the dowagjer
empress will not join the prooession,
but they will be at the Aoyama pa
rade ground before the imperial cor
tege and wlil receive it at the place
of the funeral service.
The service at the Aoyama parade
ground will start at 8:00, and will last
until midnight. And then the casket
will be placed In the specially constructed railway car, which will take
it to Momoyama, the place of the bur.
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The "change of life" ia a most
critical period in a woman's
and the anxiety felt by
women as it draws near is not
without reason.
"When her system is in a deranged condition, she may be
predisposed to apoplexy, or congestion of some organ. At this
time, also, cancers and tumors
are more liable to form and begin
their destructive work.
Such warning symptoms as
sense of suffocation, hot flashes,
headaches, backaches, dread of
impending evil, timidity, sounds
in the ears, palpitation of the
heart, sparks before the eyes,
irregularities, constipation, variweakness
and
able appetite,
inquietude, and dizziness, are
promptly heeded by intelligent
women who are approaching the
period iu life when woman's
.great change may be expected.
These symptoms are calls from
nature for help. The nerves are
crying out for assistance and the
cry should bo heeded in time.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is prepared to meet
the needs of women's system at
this trying period of her life. It
invigorates and strengthens the
iemale organism and builds up
the weakened nervous system.
It has carried many women safely
through this crisis.

.
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bestow the insignia of the Order of
the Garter upon the Emperor Mutsuhito, while Prince Henry of PniaaJ
has twice visited Japan in his capacity as an officer of the German navy.
forIn addition to those named
envoys include distingulshe-eign
representatives of the czar of Ktis-bithe emperor of Austria-Hungarthe king of Italy, the king of Spain
and the president of the Fre.icu republic.
AUTOMATIC CONTRIVANCE FOR
The foreign envoys, as well as all
THE CONTROL OF MOVother participants in the funeral .(reING TRAINS.
cession will march on foot. Carriages
will be used on'y to convey the empThe Chicago & Eastern Illinois is
ress, the dowager empress and 'he the first railway in the country to
princesses of the blood. Tokio's mil- make a complete service test of a delions and great crowds of visitors vice to prevent accidents by automatfrom the provinces will line the rout? ically bringing trainB to a stop in
of the procession, which will start case the engineer runs by a danger
from the main entrance of the pal- signal or If there is a broken rail or
ace and proceed by way of the new other condition in the block ahead
road, thence to the right along the which should oause a stop. Work has
and just been started on the Installation
moat, through. TJchlsaiwaicho
atreet of the Miller automatic train control
thence through Omote-mach- i
and into the parade ground, where a system on the Illinois division, from
large building has been especially Villa Grove to Salem, a distance of
constructed in which to hold the fun- 107 miles, and on all engines which
eral services.
will run over this line, one hundred
The order of the funeral procession or more.
will be as follows:
Equipment Is Complete.
The device was given a test at
Imperial Body Guards.
Mounted police, in modern dress.
Hoopeston, 111., last October, which
Representatives of the old feudal no- proved so satisfactory that the officials of the road considered it worth
bility. ,
a thorough tryout under everyday
Spearmen in ancient costume.
Musicians playing on native instru- conditions.
It consists of a contact
ments.
shoe hung from the engine, which
Priests carrying mortuary and other runs along a third rail or "ramp," as
, emblpms.
itls technically known, about 150 feet
Priests carrying offerings of food, to long, and fastened to the ties at the
be presented at grave of emperor.
entrance to the block or other danA solitary mourner attired as a pil- ger point. The third rail for the first
half of its length is a rising incline
grim, bearing a pair of high wooden shoes for the weary feet
and for the second half a descending
of the emperor on his
incline. The shoe is connected with
an electrical, controlling device operlast long journey.
Imperial princes dressed in the old ated in connection with the track or
signal circuits, so that it the track
mourning garb of Japan.
Shinto priests in white robes.
ahead is all right and clear the shoe
Funeral car, drawn by six white oxen. simply runs along the third rail. But
Officers of the court.
if there is a train or broken rail or
Favorite horses of the emperor.
obstruction in the block a magnet is
Princesses and other ladies of the operated in the device so that the ineourt
cline of the rail raises the contact
shoe and automatically
sets the
High officials in full court dress.
Members of the diplomatic corps.
brakes while closing the throttle,
Foreign envoys.
making it impossible for the train to
Officers of the army and navy.
proceed.
Members of the imperial household.
Devices Arouse Opposition.
Garrison of Tokio.
The block signal and train control
Sailors- from the fleet.
board of the interstate
commerce
commission has JnvestJlErated and re
T. L. Parks, Murrayvllle, Ga., Route
ported on a lafjS number of automat
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recent
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder ic stops and has not yet approved any
trouble. He says himself: "I have one as being perfect.. It has,' howsuffered with my kidneys.
My back ever, repeatedly declared that autoached and I was annoyed with blad matic stops would prevent many acciI can truthfully
der irregularities.
say ,one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney dents and has urged the roads to ex
Pills cured me entirely." They con- ert every effort to perfect the detain no habit, forming drugs. O. G. vices. Thus far several roads have
Rohaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
allowed single tests to be made but
not a complete test. Although auto
If you knew of the real value of
Chamberlain's Liniment for lame matic stops have been used success
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains fully in the New York subway and on
ana rneumatlc pains, you would never other electric roads not subjected to
wish to be without it For sale by steam road conditions, railroad men
all dealers.
generally have opposed them, both
because no device has been proved
PASSENGER EXPERTS IN SESSION
entirely reliable and because they are
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 12. Several opposed to automatic devices which
hundred representatives of the pass may be inclined to cause the
engin
enger departments of the leading eers to relax their vigilance. They
railroads of the United States and have also argued that while sucn
Canada gathered in Seattel today for devices work automatically they canthe
annual convention of not be maintained automatically and
the Amerclan Association of General
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mausoleum.
Tomorrow's obsequies wilt be a
magnificent tribute from the people
of Japan and the powers of the
world to the memory of the late emperor. It will be the most numerous
assemblage of eminent representatives of foreign rulers ever brought
together in this country. The United States has sent Philander Knox,
secretary of state, me sending of
whom on such a mission is understood to be without precedent in the
history of the great American republic. That Japan fully appreciates the
unusual courtesy has been evidenced
by the marked cordiality with which
Secretary Knox and his party have

Gilltspie f"
OJfE CASE OUT OP MANY
TO PROVE. OUR CLAIMS.
St. Anne, HI. " I was passing
through the change of life and 1
was a perfect wreck from female
troubles. I had a displacement
and bearing down pains, weak
fainting spells, dizziness, then
numb and cold feelings. Sometimes my feet and limbs were
swollen. I was irregular and had
so much backache and headache,
was nervous, irritable and was
MK-Estelt-

a

Q

Sometimes my
ti
despondent.
e was good but more often if
was not. Sly kidneys troubled
me at times and I could walk
only a short distance.
ap-pe-

"I saw your advertisement in a

paper and took Lydia E.

Ilnk-ham- 's

Vegetable Compound, and
was helped from the first. At
the end of two months the swelling had gone down, I was relieved of pain, and could walk
with ease. I continued with the
medicine and now I do almost all
I know your
my housework.
medicine has saved me from the
grave and I am willing for you to
pubiinh anything I write to you,
for the good of others." Mrs.
ESTJBLLA GlLLISl'IE, K.F.D. No. ,
Box U4, St. Anne, Illinois.
1

.

ben everywhere received since
their arrival in the country
Two other foreign envoys of note
have shared equally with Secretarr
Knoxs as the recipients of 'official
courtesy and publicv attention; They
are Prince Arthur of Conaught, repof Great
resenting! King George
Britain, and Prince Henry of Prussia, representing the German emNeither Prince Arthur nor
peror.
Prince Henry is a stranger to Jap;m.
The . former was sent here several
years afto by the late King Edward to
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Place of Burial.
The place of burial has been selected with great care by the imperial
court, which sent Prince Kanin to
select the best suitable ground for
the burial of the late emperor. The
place selected is near the place which
was occupied by the great, castle built
by Toyotomi Hidoyoshl, over six hundred years ago. The space where tne
imperial tomb will be located is a
flat land named "Thousand Mats,'
surrounded by an old pine forest.
The tomb will be a round tomb
made in three stories, with the diameter of about thirty feet; and the
vault where the casket will be kept
will be about twenty feet below the
base of the tomb, The voult is built
of stone. And in the vault, around
the casket of the late emperor, four
"Divine Generals" will be placed. Divine Generals are clay' dolls of about
15 inches high, dressed in the armor
of the old time. They will be also
These
placed in separate caskets.
Divine Generals
are supposed to
guard the late emperor after the late
majesty is buried.
This has been the custom .of the
imperial court for many centuries. It
is said that the custom originated
with the instances when some devoted servants of an emperor, out of
grief over the death of their beloved
emperor, wanted to be buried with his
In almost all. tombs of
majesty.
great generals and great lords of the
ancient times there will be found
clay dolls buried around the bodies..
The Bearers.
The burial service at Momoyama
is simple and plain, and two small
buildings are now being erected ior
the service, but only about three
hundred persons will be present at
the time of the service. The emperor
and the empress will not be present
.
at the service.
At the burial the body of the late
emperor will be borne by the 120
young men of Yase, Kyoto, as in tbe
funeral of the late empress dowager.
It was the villagers of Yase who bore
on their shoulders the imperial palanquin, when the late emperor moved
from Kyoto to Tokio. It is in memory of this that the young men of the
village have been chosen for the honor of carrying the imperial casket on
their shoulders.
All young men who are selected for
this honor are between the ages of
20 and 45, and they are1 forbidden to
speak a single word during their duty,
whatever may happen, or whatever
may be told to them. Their duty is
to carry the casket silently, and any
single word or exclamation is unpardonable, whatever the circumstances
may be.

SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY,

After the funeral the empress dowager will live in Kyoto, bo that she
may be able to visit her husband's
resting place frequently.
The project of establishing a "Mei-j- l
Shrine" in memory of the late emperor has been started among leading
persons of the city of Tokio. A conference was (held for the purpose at
the Tokio chamber of commerce, under the auspices of Barons Shibuza-w- a
and Kondo and Mayor Sakatanl
and others. The cost of building
the shrine will be about $1,750,000, Passenger and Ticket agents. The
and the amount will be collected by convention will tie in
session two
popular subscription.
days. In addition to discussing numerous technical matters the members
Ready for Funeral.
will listen to addresses by President
Tokio, Sept. 12. After six weeks
Sproule of the Southern Pacific and
of mourning, which have given rise
to demonstrations! of patriotism al- several other prominent railroad exe
Indications point to
most without parallel in the history cutive officials.
of R. H. Wallace of the
of Japan, the funeral ceremony of the election
the Emperor Mutsuhito, who died on Brie railroad, to succeed C. A. Cairns,
of the Chicago and Northwestern, as
July 30, will be celebrated tomorrow
on the Aoyama parade president of the association.
evening
ground. The interment will follow at
Motoyama , Kyoto, where an estate
has been purchased by the imperial
household as the site of the imperial

to Fifty Are Much Benefited

Lydia E. Pinkham's

A special station l.as boon built
near the place of the funeral service,
and the train will ' arrive at Momoyama at 6 p. m. September 14.

ial.

DAILY OPTIC.

The highest point of woman's happiness Is reached only through moth
erhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering incident to its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts naturs
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to bo found a medicine of
great value to every expectant rffother.
It Is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and soothing effect on those portions of tha
It is intended to
system Involved.
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
It brings about after baby comes.
Friend
Mother's
Is for sale at
tt

f

,

stores, lift
drug
Write for our
.

.

"1
u2.U..J
--V

free book for
expectant mothers which contains much valuable
Information, and many suggestions of
a helpful nature.
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ERADFiriO KEGUlATOt CO., Atlwfa, Ga.
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therefore the human element will
creep in in the possibility of allowing
the apparatus to get out of order,
just as signal apparatus sometimes
fails to work. Moreover; automatic
stops are designed mainly to prevent
collisions, w"hlch cause only a sni ill
part of the fatalities on railroads.
As being the first test under service conditions, that oh the Chicago
& Eastern Illinois therefore will be
closely watched by railroad men as
well as by the government officials
who have repeatedly urged the adoption of automatic stops.

Avry being assigned to other duties.
M. F. White, trainmaster of the
Louisiana division from Monroe to

Lake Charles, with headquarters at
Monroe, La., will succeed Mr. Ouellet
as trainmaster of the Arkansas division witlu
headquarters at Little
Rock.
J. L. Kendall, chief train dispatcher
at Wynne, Ark., will succeed Mr.
White as trainmaster of the Louisi-

at

ana division with headquarters

Monroe.
J. R. Gilhoula, trainmaster of the
Valley division between MoGehee and
Clayton Junction, and also of the
Warren.
Eudora and
Hamburg
.

Missouri Pacific

Changes.

Several changes in the operating
department of the Missouri Pacific-IroMountain system have Just been
announced.
These changes Involve
superintendents of divisions and
trainmasters .as follows:
C. L, Mayne, superintendent of the
Southern Kansas division, is appointed
superintendent of the Arkansas divi
sion with headquarters at Little
Rock, to succeed J. A. McDougal, resigned.
R. G. Carden, superintendent of the
Northern Kansas division at Atchison,
will succeed Mr.- Mayne as superintendent of the Southern Kansas division with headquarters at Coffeyville.
n

at

W. E. Merrlfield,

"present on

branches, with headquarters at Mo
Gehee, is transferred to the line between Little Rock and Monroe, succeeding C. H, Reeder, resigned. Mr.
Gilhoula's
headquarters remain at
McGehee.

J. F. Burnett,

at Little
qouia

mil

chief- -

train dispatcher
Gil- -

Rock, will succeed Mr.
lawmm't-Bte-

i

ufevariey

di-

vision between McGehee and Clayton Junction,, also of the Warren, Eudora and Hamburg branches, with
headquarters at McGehee.
EUCHARISTIC CONGRESS OPENS
Vienna, Sept. 12. The Eucharlstio
international congress, for which preparations have been making for nearly a year, was formally opened today
with an elabrate religious service ia
St. Stephen's cathedra'.. The ancient
edifice was crowded to the doors with
a brilliant assemblasa of cardinals,

leave of absence on account of illness
will succeed Mr. Carden as superintendent of the Northern Kansas division with headquarters at Atchison.
D. E. Ouellet, trainmaster of the
Arkansas division, will succeed F. J.
Avery as trainmaster of the river archbishops and other high prelates
district of the eastern division with of the Roman Catholic church throughheadquarters at Jefferson City, Mo., out the world.
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ADVERTISED GG23C:
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods, right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them; he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
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73 OFF WHITE SLAVERY

From 13. f ',)
the A"s

3 Girls, Mostly American Bom, Between
Are Draped Into the
Irieen and Twenty-FivMat'Uroin c Vice Each Year by the Agents of This Evil
Pursuit-Fede- ral
Official Is Making War Upon It.

EDITOR

2

I

11

e,

0
Washington;. Sept. 12. "From
to 20,003' girls between the ages of
13 and 25 years, a majority of whom
are nativa born Americans are the
victims each year of (lie white slave
traffic in the United States.
"About 60,000 men '.' and Women
make an "easy's living every year selling, buying and living on the earnings
of these girls."; k '
Stanley W. Finch, for 20 years an
in the departattorney and
ment of Justice, makes this startling
statement ' to " tlie'corrrespondent of
the New' YorK Worlds-M- r.
Finch, : since iGeorge W. .Wick-ershahas been attorney general, has
been chief "of tlie bureau of investigation of the department of justice. LaBt
May Mr., Wiekersham,. iji. recognition
of Mr. Finch's achievements in tracking down '"cadets," "procurers" and
chiefs of theWMterslave traffic and
sending them to the penitentiary, designated Mrf Fincii special commissioner for tfh 4upprWsion of the
white slave riffl-fCaat is what Mr.
Finch is now 'doing'. "Except in a supervisory .wax. fee h,as,.temporarily re
linquished the duties of chief of the
bureau o'f investigation and is now
devoting his sentire .time to his new
duties. He says that, if congress will
give him the money he will in a year
suppress, baring' all ioeeasionsl Isolated case, nil the white slave traffic in
'
the United States. ' And Wicker-shasays tiiat Finch will do what
.
he says.
When Mr. Fmeh made the statement above qiidted he qualified it by
15,-00-
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saying that it was a conservative

es-

'
.Main 2
7
timate.
Main 9
His jExistejl
Years
"White slave traffic (n some form or
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1912. other has existed for 6,000 years,"
said Mr. Finch; "In Europe it has
been carried on1 withifluctuatng sucTHE RESULT IN MAINE
cess for '3,000 years;? in the United-.

;

forj-6,00-

.

States with varying mi--f
growing
iPAdiilfo in
il
ri
ctrm nT t
Tear
were encouraging to repubUcWaJVS0''
Desire-tofortune and "easy" living
-- H
fro TTu HIPIIili il on the
of the dealers, and the
part
to arouse their enthusiasm. In an
of young girls to fraud
susceptibility
state
which
in
election for
officers,
and
deceit,,
directly,
are,.thevcauses,
(national issues are forced to the
for 'the startling growth of the traffic
front far more? prominently than in
the"
"off years," the Maine in the United States Mr. Finch said.
"So easy. T the living to be made
republicans showed gains of about
out
of whiteslave traffic that
10 per cent and carried their state,
crooks of all kinds in the
legislative and congressional tickets
to victory, There are reports that country have turned to trafficking in
the progressives are to make a fight young girls, lie aid; "So great has
at tb,9 November election, but they been the growth of the evil trade
do not appear to have had hopes of in the .few years. that.- today scatmaking any creditable showing in the tered throughout . the -- United States
state election, for they put up no there are, conservatively estimated,
no less than 250,000 women, living a
candidates.
Yet if there is any reason what life of sfiame In semlpubllc or officialever for the existence1 of the progres ly tolerated place of disrepute."
"And yet fou .can suppress white
sive movement there should be state
and congressional tickets in the field, slave traffic In 'a year. How much
since by far the), greater portion of money wlU'U take?"
"One million .dollars will suppress
tbj9 progressive preforms are to be
effected, if at all, jby the severe! it, and for $250,000 a year it can be
.states and by congress, A progres- kept, suppressed," IitlV;, Finch replied.
sive president could do nothing with- "The way congress appropriates now
out a congress In harmony with him, and my inability t6' use other funds
and a progressive president and con- It will take longer;
course, perhaps
gress combined could have no con- four or 'IlVe""year.w-ls?- !
'
which
trol over state legislation,
Mdh Whot ''Does Things"
alone could make effective many of v. r""
Stanley W. Finch, is not unknown to
the progressive policies.
H
This is rather by way of digres-'slon- , criminals." Ha; is also well known in
Wflclal circles Jiere as a man who
though it illustrates one of the
has "done things." Nearly 20 years
Whole
weaknesses
the
fundamental
qf
progressive movement, which centers ago, when he' was not yet out of his
in the candidacy of Roosevelt hopes teens, he came" to Washington from
which could not possibly be realized Ellenville, (TJ.ltfter. county, N. Y., and
even if ha could be elected and if entered the department of Justice as
He f had a good education
he should have a progressive conhowevan
and
to
ability for organizing. He) had
consistency,
gress. Appeals
er, are wholly lost in a campaign been in the department of justice but
which has for its purpose not so mucli a short toe when he began studying
the triumph of progressive principles law in a night class of a law college.
as the defeat 'tof President Taft: So In thrW yearsw"lve' was ' graduated.
far as Maine is concerned, it may be Soon afterward, he was promoted and
taken for granted that "If '"theqe had took up the work of cutting down
'the graft amonsLthe appointees under
been any encoumgtagitlrirty,-tcourt ,. clerks United States,
progressive cause, in ttiatstate there
"would have been aickot in the field.
oje
The splendid triumph of the Maine with, the federal courts. His wprk rerepublicans in turning a Plaisted ma- sulted In the: roundjng. up of several
jority of 8,000 two years ago into an fraudulent, clerlia of district and cli
majority of 4,000 last cult courts,", the last :of these cases
Tuesday is decidedly encouraging being cleaned up a "jlitle. over two
from every point of view.
years ago. .'two or three of the clerks
Taper and pencil statistics are now holding office will soon get out
sometimes encouraging, sometimes because of evidence "Finch's men"
not. Sometimes they wove something gathered.-"- !
','"
(worth proving and at other times
Mr. Finoh-I- s about 40 years of age.
valueless
misleading,
either
they are
He looks 35. He is about six feet tall
or prove too much. Top safest plan and muscularly built. He lias
curly
for republicans to pursue is to stand brown hair, worn rather thick,
deep
Bhoulder to shoulder and vote for the
of their brown, .wide sift; eyes, high forehead
candidates
and
principles
and a rather long face. His face sugnartv There is no other party that
gests...
urage,,.. aggressiveness and
of
success
chance
a
of
has the ghost
tenacity.
of
uncompromising
face
the
In
A close friend once asked him If he
loyally supported by the
ever
ooMds.d the physical dangers
rank and filo of the party. But repubdown such characters. His
of
sure
be
that
first
running
should
lican voters
wnsr-- 'f
tmven't time for that."
are
reply
repuuncaua.
loyai
candidates
their
TP
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And he hasn't. For moro than four
years he has worked on an average 16
hours a day, seven days a week.
Two years before Mr. Wlckersham s
administration Mr. Finch was trying
to organize the various investigating
officers in the department of justice,
but he had little success until Mr.
Wiekersham came in. The new attorney general, Wiekersham, was in of
fice but a few days when he called

Finch in and said; "I want an effective corps of investigators, i am got
ing to enforce the Sherman
laws and every other law. You get
the agents; I, will get the money."
Finch started to work at once. He
dismissed some agents and transferred others to different work. What he
did after that is best illstrated by
what the "trust busting' officials of
the department of justlc-- say: "The
cases against every big corporation,
the prosecution of which was begun
in this administration, were worked
up by Finch's men."
Six Score Investigators
There are about 129 special investigators in the corps which Finch organized. In addition to handling trust
casejs: Finch's men handled land fraud
cases, bankruptcy frauds, peonage
caseB, crimes on government reservations and the high seas, national banking cases and the violations of the
federal statutes prohiblt.nij Interstate
trafficking in women.
I was in this last named field that
Finch laid the foundation for his present work. Until June 25, 1910, when
the white slave law was enacted, the
federal statutes prohibiting white
slave traffic were not very far reaching. Agents of the department of justice could do little more than run
down complaints and get a few convictions. The repack the agents made
to Finch on
sej1' Vcases, however,
v.'ere-s- o
cleuisRae as to lead
a
him to make a study of the white
slave business in all its phases. This
study led 'him to the discovery that
the cry that "white slave traffio In the
United States was mostly among aliens" was far from the truth: that,
spread over the entire United States
was a system of white slave traffic
which was startling.
Mr. Finch took the matter to Attorney General Wlckersham. Mr. Wicker-.shadirected him to push the prosecution of the specific cases. Finch
undertook it, but he was handicapped
by a lack of funds. He did the best
he could, however, and by last May
he had found a way out. He told the
attorney general his plans. He wanted $250,000 to carry1 on the work. The
attorney general doubted whether
congre&a would grant It. But he
thought he might get $50,000. Iu fact,
congress did not want to appropriate
any money for this work; but in the
end an appropriation of $50,000 was
made. This $50,000, with what the
attorney general could spare out of
the general funds for investigations,
gave Finch about $100,000.
Many Dealers In Prison
Between June 25, 1910, when the act
giving the federal government more
power to deal with white slave traffic
became a law, and to date. Finch and
his men have convicted and Bent to
prison about 300 white slave dealers,
many under the age of 25 years The
sentences aggregate about 700 years,
or about two years' imprisonment for
each individual.
In his study of the crime and work
anti-trus-
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"We have adopted a system not unThreats to write and tell the folks where victims can be kept, where all
"back homo" what kind of life the houses are migratory, it is difficult, like the one used In the army and
daughter or sister was leading kept and less attentiuu will be paid direct navy to keep track of soldiers anil
the victim from escayiag. . In one or to them than other places. This dots sailors. We have the agents make
two cases the victims became so hard- not mean that the 'cadets' will not be out a descriptive Hud of the Inmates
ened as to dare their master to tell. reached. They will
be captured of all establishments of disrepute
connection. name, height, color of eyea and hair,
The result was that the parents were through their Interstate
told, malting it Impossible for the girl They could not live If their field of scars and other marks, and who Into ever go home.
activity was confined to one city or duced them and various' other facts.
latter escape they are immediately
Mr. Finch foegan his real campaign one state. The minute they leave the The tiame description Is taken of tha
picked up and the "owners" are noti- for suppression of white slavery last state, cities and districts where tlieie keepers of the establishments. This
fied.
May, and the system he has perfected are no recognized or tolerated places tnables us to keep tracM of all the
If one moves away we know
According to the report Mr. Finch has been.. Installed; In Maryland, Vir- of abode" they come under the eye
will make to the attorney general, ginia, District of Columbia, North Ca- of my officers,
'
It, and know where she goes. If a new
there are, 50,000 men and women en- rolina, South Carolina, Ohio, West
southern city saw on one night a
"In the saates where I
'
gaged In hunting out young girls, liv- Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. It
the system and have tt working b arn her hidtory.
will be worked in all the. states of the traffic has gone down to practicaling up them or selling them.
"White slave traffic is being rapidThe system used by the individual the Union by May 1 next If the money ly nothing. Many of the men and wo- ly suppressed: and once it is suppres"cadets" Is carying. Sometimes prom- holds out.
men dealing in slavery have become sed it will cost only a comparatively
ises of marriage, work, blackmail and
The system provides for at least one frightened and departed for , other small amount to keep It down. What
other forms of seduction are used, officer of the department of justice scenes. The point is sot so much to is $200,000 or $300,000 a year it you
sometimes force. Nine1 per cent of in every city in the United States. It run down 'cadets' and imprison them knpw your homes are protected from
the efforts are successful.
A very will take about 1,000 such officers to for past offenses and It is ;to check these monsters?"
large percentage of the victims are cover the entire country. The work of and supreas the traffic. As soon,, as
The work of suppressing white slave
native-ibor- n
American girls between these officers is to keep track of, the we find a case we 'bring the parties traffic is being carried on from Baltithe ages of 13 and 18.
Inmates of every questionable house, Inot court, and we are losing very few more, chiefly because it was found
.
know who are the patrons of the cases.
Their Richest Fields
that considerable traffic emanates
' "Our main efforts will be toward from there. But the cities of Rich"The traffic in white slavery has be- cafes and take cognizance of all the
come so keen that 'cadets are seeking suspicious and new characters who killing the trade through a lack of mond,
Norfolk and
Washington,
untried pastures, the rural districts come into their districts. The larger procurers and buyers of slaves.. , Tut; Lynchburg have had their share. One
and small mill and factory towns," cities, like New York, will have more public must not get the idea that' we of Mr. Finch's agents In a prominent
offiare trying to clean out allHhe vioe southern city saw one one night a
said. Mr. Finch.
"Tbey . want their than one local officer, and these
victims between the age of 13 and IS cers will be assisted by the regular in the universe; we are not. we be- - group of 25 "cadets" making their
because their earnings are greater and agents of the bureau of Investigation believey however, that the white slave rounds collecting money which their
they 'bring higher prices in sale. An of the department of justice which traffio can be destroyed, asd we pur- slaves had earned. That was less
attractive girl between the ages of 13 Finch organized and over which he pose making the business so danger- than six months ago. Today it would
and 16 will bring as high as $25, with still has general supervision.
ous that few will care to undertake it. be hard to find one "cadet" In that
5 Oper cent of her
are
officers
white
slave
These
young
At the same time many of the 'wo- city.
reuntil
earnings
'
.
sold or discarded."
lawyers of the highest ethical and men rescued have been sent noma to
Efforts are being made to have uniMr. Finch says that the technical moral standing in their home commu- their parents or friends at the expense form slave laws enacted in all the
term for a young girl between the nities. They are men with some of our officers and employes. ' if the states.
"At present," said Mr. Flsch, "states
ages of 13 and 16 is "broiler," and training in criminal law and with officer is without funds personally
between the ages of 16 and 18 years some knowledge of criminals and hu- some local society is called upon. This seldom make any attempt to appreman nature. They are given a com- is done, without publicity and. without hend 'cadets' once they
"chicken." :
depart to anOf the devices used by "cadets" to mission and a badge. These admit the society knowing who the victim other state. With a uniform law more
entice young girls away and Into them to every place where a "cadet" is or anything about her. TUo Flor- criminals will be apprehended."
or a victim would likely be found. ence Crittenden homes and other simtheir power, Mr. Finch says:
"The devices to which these human So far they have had no difficulty in ilar Institutions in Washington and
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Into such places and getting elsewhere have been of much assistfiends resort in getting hold and
Notice Is hereby given that Bias
dealing getting
with their victims are many and va- the Information desired.
ance.
Sanchez and Mrs. Maximiana S. On
"These white slave officers receive tega have been appointed administraried, and are such as are calculated
After getting the information they
to reach young women and
girls In al swear out a warrant for the arrest of very little money. They go into the tors of the estate of the late Franmost all of the different walks of life, the "cadet" if he is in the city. The work largely for the good they can do. cisco S. Ortega. All persons hating
but particularly those who, either agent! always learns from the victim In many cities jthe fees paid bur off- claims against the estate will prefrom choice or by reason of economic where the "cadet" Is. The victim al- icers amount to only about $5 a month. sent them to the above named
s.
In all matters pertaining
conditions, go out into the business ways knows, because daily she is eith- They of course make considerable out
world and attempt to earn a livelihood er visited in person by her "master" of their general law practice and are to the estaate call on or address Bias
or for the many enticing luxuries of or by one of his agents and pays over not called upon to do the work from Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M.
our modern civilization.
BLAS SANCHEZ,
The clever- to one or the other all or a Iblg portion other than a desire to aid In the' suply worded advertisement for
of
es
her
of
Her
MAXIMIANA S. ORTEGA.
for
this
fiendish
chances
business;
,:;
pression
earnings.
Is
help
"When the appropriation. bills were
,
Administrators.
perhaps one of the most Insidious and cape are slim, because her keeper or
effective instruments. By this me'-n- s
keepers have her at all times under delayed this summer, the work of "my
these traffivkers are able to reach close observation and keep her clothes force was largely stopped for' two
The implicit confidence that many
into every home and business estab- from her.
months for lack of money, I wrote to people have In Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
lishment in the country, and to en"Every case handled since last each of the officers and told them of founded on their experience
in the
snare even the most cautious and In- May," said Mr. Finch, "has been hand- the shortage of funds. Three-fourth- s
use of that remery and their knownocent, and those who jire the most led in this manner. Most of the 300 of them replied that they wanted to ledge of the many remarkable cures
and dysentery that
carefully guarded by their parents, cbnyictions had since the enactment go ahead and that they would giva of colic, diarrhoea
effected. . For sale by alla'- - -husbands and other relatives and of the law In 1910 have been brought their service gratis. I wanted to' ac- era.
other relatives' and friends. No man's about by these officers and agents.
cept the proffer, but the law prohibit"The agents 'have two Important ing such action is so plain that I could
Few, if any, medicines, have met
daughter, sister or wife If she be
young and attractive Is safe from the factors upon which to get evidence not. No doubt it would 'be an easy with th uniform aweeHs that haa at.
tended thel use of Chamberlain's Co
artificer of these traffickers.
Of against 'cadets.' One is the ever con- matter to get funds for our . work bj lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
course the tendency of these hurnuL stant fear of keepers of places where private subscription ft congress would The remarkable cures of colic and
beasts of prey is to operate along the slave victims are taken of the federal amend the law so that I could use such diarrhoea which It has ofteotert )fi ai.
lines of least resistance. They are government and law; the second Is funds. One society has already taken most every neighborhood have given
it a wide reputation. For sale by all
'
generally shrewd, careful observers the ever willingness of the victim to steps to put at my disposal a fund dealers.
of human nature, and they are
for the purpose of sending, victims
quick tell and get away. Thes, too, these
to perceive and to single
out girls officers know the haunts of 'both the home oi1 to places of safety and re- SPECIAL CARRIAGE TO HARVEY'S
who, while as yet good, are inclined men and the women, and it is easy fuge. Money furnished by. private InMonday morning,
September "9.
to be somewhat careless, and those to track them and know just what dividuals, can, of course, be lawfully Phone Clay and Havens for
passage.
used for such purposes."
who, through lack of or distaste for they are doing.
Ab to keeping track of. victims and
"Of course, in cities like New York,
WANTED
Clean cotton rags. Optle
parental restraint, undertake) to select
their own companions,
office.
h
amusements where there is no recognized places "cadets," Mr. Finch said:
and occupations. Among such young
women and girls the the.wh.ite slavers
55B
fisd a limitless and fertile field. In
this connection the theater, the moving picture show, the cafe, the skating rink and the dance hall become
instruments."
FOR
Their Methods
AND WINTEHI912-1- 3
There are hundreds of cases on file
in the department, and the means by
which the men and women got the
MARIE STUART, ffiOiCI,
victims In their power are marvelous
ffiB
fo rtheir conception and performance.
In 99 out of every 100 cases the vic1
REVOLUTIONARY STYLES PHEDOMSNAfJT
tims retained a love for family, particularly parents, and the parents were
led to believe that their daughter was
engaged In an honorable calling.
Com-

of running down ciimlala Mr. Finch
found tiiat there was a perfect woik-in- g
system of traffic which extended
across the United States both ways.
The "cadets," or procurers, while
many of them did not know one another personally, had a system and
do now have a system whereby they
control their slaves, and if any of the
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VARIETY OF STYLES SHOWN IN

WOMEN'S APPAREL

Robespierre Collar and Double Revers is the Newest
bination Brought Out. Chameuse is the Leading Material
-5-

SWEETENS YOUR STOMACH, CLE ARS YOUR HEAD AND THOROUGHLY CLEANSES VOtjR' LIVE R AND 30 FEET OF 30WELS OF
WASTE.
SOUR BILE, FOUL 'GASES ' AND QLOGGED-UP

All those days when you feel miser- fermenting food and clogged up waste
able, headachy, bilio'n and dull are matter is moved on and out of your
due to torpid liver and sluggish bow- system no nausea no griping no

waste-clogge-

d

FALL

DIECTOilf lioPiElI

SURLLY TAKE "SYRUP OF FIGS" IF

els. The days when your stomach is
sour and full of gas, when you .:ive
indigestion; the nights when your
nerves twitch and you are restless
and can't sleep could be avoided with
a teaspoonful of delicious Syrup of
Figs. Itsn't It foodteh to be distressed
when there Is such a pleasant way to
;
.
.
overcome It?
Give your inactive liver and ten
bowels a thoryards of
ough cleansing this time. Put an end
to constipation.
Take a teasponful of Syrup of Figs
tonight, sure, and just see for yourself by morning how gently but thoroughly ail the sour bile, undigested

1912.

weakness.

You slmly

can't have your liver

Inactive and your thirty feet of bow-elconstipated with sour, decaying
waste matter and feel well. The need
of a laxative is a natural need, but
with delicious Syrup of Figs you are
not drugging yourself. Being composed entirely of luscious figs, senna
and aromatics it can not injure.
Ask your druggist for the full
name, "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
Senna." Refuse, witn scorn, any of
the
Fig dyrup Imitations.
are meant to deceive your,
They
Look oh the label. The genuine, old
reliable, bears the name, California
Fig Syrup Company.
.
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COAT LEKGTES

j ttircolors as was

Regarding suit coat lengths;;
generally j speaking . the,; maf
jority of Models are. 32 , to i
inches long; and this length;
is expected to prevail through
the winter. Broad cloth is
greatly used, and a velvet
coat often accompanies the
cloth dress.

01

COATS

AIL TIIAT TEE SEASON HAS EF.00GHT FC3TH IN

IV!

KUlUtU

'

,

DIESIS,

,

end Coat a

mm

t'wqTpWicnt
points might alsQ.be added another
that of the long sleeve either set In
at the armhole, or set on below a
considerable einlod shoulder.
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NEW 'STYLES.

store of Quality"
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mi present indications much
of t..e novelty of th'ef new costumes
wilHie in the coi!oyTlnisJ)J and in

CCNTAn

p

F:!

'

Redera Suits
t-i-

c -

-

I

EULE

I

;

PIECE

Tilt

SLEEVES

;

anticipated
,dark grays, browns and
most prominent.
; :blues "are
The novelty color is ,. yellow,
v'and very many beautiful!
evening dresses show touches
of yellow either in trimming,,
or in a yellow material toned
down by lace and other subdued trimmijtgs.
j

"

OUil TAILCHEO SUITS,

Lri3

COLO! JENBEKCIES
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$43

For Hen

Stetson ana
Flortslu'em
Shoes
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

Mr. and Mrs. Perry Earickson left
this afternoon for Raton.
George E. Morrison, the civil engineer, left this afternoon on a short
business trip to Trinidad.
Mrs. E. Sporleder of Douglas, Ariz.,
la Las
A. Sandoval t
who has been visiting friends in Las
dness.
Vegas today c
Jbuquerquo was Id Vegas left this afternoon for Kansas
A. G. Green
business.
City. She was accompanied by her
Laa Vegas todi
aut Fe secret ser- children.
.". ;
R. . Snowdei
V. K, Jones, the surveyor, returned
vice officer, wa t .Las Vegas today.
me In last even- last night from Rowe, where he has
G. P. Sanche
been for the past month on business.
ing from his fcoi iu Watrous on
Mrs. ,E. G. Loomls will arrive toA. P. Monisr i, Santa Fe freight night on train No. 9 from her home
and passenger agnt, was a visitor In in Lexington, Mp., for an extended
Las Vegas today
visit with her daughter, Mrs. R. F.
'
R. L. Ryan, cierk in the store of Johnson.
:
the Reinken Mercantile company of
Watrous, was lr jfca Vegas yesterday
ROMERO TAKES OFFICE.
afternoon and Lday..
N. M., Sept 12.
o
Albuquerque,
on
left
train
Browne
J. E.
yesterday
Romero, recently appoints
No. 1 for Albuquerque on a short
federal v marshal for the district of
business trip.,
New
Mexico by President Taft, will
Mrs. F. J AVesner left yesterday afover the office today from
take
viBlt
and
with
friends
ternoon for a
Creighton M. Foraker, who has held
relatives In northern Illinois.
Mrs. Herbert E. Fell and daughter, It for many years. Mr. Romero
last night that he was here
Dorothy, who have been visiting Mrs.
to
take
Over
the office and that he exMrs.
Charles
Fell's parentti, Mr, and
Tamme, left yesterday afternoon for pected all arrangements would he finished Sometime ,this afternoon.
her home in Raton.
He said he did not care to make
C. J. Dean of Denver arrived this
statement as to whom he would
any
afternoon from Colorado on a short
business trip, Mr. Dean la supervisor appoint as deputies until he had acof the southwestern department of tually taken, over the marshalship.
Mr. Romero said that he had filed
the1 Alliance Life Insurance company.
hia
bond, and received his commission
Mrs. Groves,
mother of E. A.
Groves, formerly of this city, stopped and that all formalities In compliance
off 'in Las Vegas last evening en with the law had been gone throusf
route from iher home in Iexington, With.
Mo., to Santa Fe to visit her Bon. She
left this afternoon on train No. 1 tor
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TOMORROW . THE G. A. R.
ELECT
NATIONAL
OFFICERS.

WILL

FOR FALL and WINTER

"''

Los Angeles, Sept. 12. The business Besslon of the forty-sixtnational encampment of the Grand Army of
the Republic was opened this morning when Harvey M. Trimble, commander-in-chief,
made his annual address. Reports of other officers and
committees were heard during the
day.
The report of Commander-in-Chie- f
Trimble referred to the work done oy
the G. A. R. for a reunion of the blue
and the gray on the fiftieth anniversary of the battle of Gettysburg, and
also took up matters relative to the
proposed incorporation of the G. A.
R., one of the leading matters of business before the convention.
The investigation of the treatment of the
veterans at the soldiers' home at Dayton, Ohio, against which charges have
been made. He referred to the ob
servance of Memorial Day, Flag Day,
a monument to loyal women and the
southern memorial fund.
Committee reports were made In
the investigation of the National Sol
diers' Home at Dayton, Ohio, the Lin
coln centennial,
legislation, Ander-- '
sonville prison, Bull Run battfefield,
and on tbe permanent fund.
.
Reports from various State depart
ments also were heard by the convention.
IN
the Capital City.
The national organization of
H. YV. KeUy, accompanied by his
Ladies of the G. A. R. continued in
wife, motherland brother, E. A. Kelly
COLORADO PRIMARY session today. The sessions were not
of Fort Leavenworth, Kan., left yesopen to the public.
The report of
Cora M. Davis, national president of
terday afternoon for Pecos. They expect to mak4 the trip from there to GOVERNOR OF THE STATE WINS the Women's Relief Corps, was finished at today's (Session of that orSanta Fe thifi morning by automobile,
RIGHT TO TRY FOR
ganization.
returning horne tonight.
h

.
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FEAST

arc arriving Daily,
We are proud to say, we
date
have the most Up-tline of Ladies' and Misses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.

Ihhili'

ENJOY NEW YEAR'S' DAY WITH
RELIGIOUS SERVICES AND
BIG DINNERS.

The Jewish New Year, marking
the
beginning of the year 6673, was
PRICES
ALL
TO SUIT
celebrated today by members of Con
gregation Monteflore with special ser
Call and See Them
vices in the temple. The day was ob
served as a holiday by all of the
See us for anything else that's
Jewish merchants of the city, their
NEW and
stores being closed.
The occasion was observed from
We Have It.
sundown last evening, the celebration
continuing until the same' hour today. Services were held last evening
in Temple Monteflore at 7:30 o'clock
and this morning at 10:30 o'clock.
The Popular Price Store
Rabbi Samuel Peiper officiated. Last
Agents for the NEW IDEA 10c
evening he preached on "Eternallty
PATTERN
of Hope." His subject this morning
was "The Message, of Hope."
At
PHONE MAIN 104
this morning's services Henry Nahm,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sig Nahm, was
confirmed.
"Happy New Year" was the greetSLTTO ing today on meeting people of the
Jewish faith, and cards of New
Year's
greetings were exchanged by
BOUND TO GR41VD JURY
members of that church, "
After the solemn, services of the
MEN ACCUSED OF CAUSING THE day the festival became an occasion
of social and domestic rejoicing, and
DEATH OF MARTINEZ HAVE
dinners at the homes of many
big
HEARING TODAY.
formed a part of the day's
After a hearing this morning in
the court of Justice of the Peace Fe
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
lipe Baca y Garcia on the West side,
Conductor H. J. Thompkins and Por
Chicago, Sept. 12. Selling pressure
in the wheat pit today wiped out an
ter John
It stated that during the year $133,-56- over to Smith, colored, were bound
the grand jury under $1,000 advanoe due to firm cables. The con
was expended in relief work. It rond to answer
Denver, Colo., Sept. 12. At 12:30
to the charge of hav tinued good European demand was
was
anounced that the selection of
today, nearly 48 hours after the polls
ing caused the death of Apolonio Mar offset by big rains northwest and by
national
officers for the G. A. R. and tlnez at Pulton on
closed in ..Tuesday's primaries elec
Sepfbmber 2, by fine weather for the Canadian har
tion, unofficial returns from 45 out the next meeting place will take place pushing the man from a moving train. vest. Opening figures were a shade
tomorrow.
of j2 counties showed Governor ShafThe men announced that they would to
December started
higher.
In his annual report submitted today
furnish the bond.
roth, leading former Governor Alva
at 91 to 91, a rise of
to
R. B. Brown, chairman of the board
Adams, his nearest opponent, by apThe hearing was attended by a
and fell back, to
The
trustees
A. R., stated
of
of
G.
the
proximately 6,500 for the democratic
large number of people and the little close was unsettled with December
nomination for Uniteo. States senator, that the invested funds of the organ court room was Jammed to the
net lower all 51.
point
ization totaled $63,000 and that $1,070
I
of suffocation. Several witnesses who
Clyde C. Dawson, regular republican,
.Ovk
Corn
eased off on account of ideal
was
In
the bank August 1, 1912.
led Merle D, Vincent by about 5,000
live in Fulton testified that Martinez,
conditions
for the growing crop. De
That
the
G.
of
income
R.
A.
the
for the republican senatorial nomina
before his death, told them the con
cember opened unchanged at 52,
was growing less and less each year
tion.
,'
ductor
and porter had thrown him
YV, ?,
touched 52,
and then declined
L'. M, Amnions, democrat, had ap and that an increase in the per capl from train No. 1,
' '
Thompkins and to 52. The close was nervous at 90
ta tax from three and
f
to
8,500
over
Smith
his
testified that they did not com
proximately
plurality
under last night.
nearest competitor in the guberna- five cents would be necessary in or mit the act with which they are for December
to raise funds sufficient to meet
der
Purchases for leading houses made
torial race, while Philip B. Stewart,
charged. Thompkins said he did not
to 4
led C. C. demands was the burden of the re see the man untfj, after he had been oats firm. December started
prjres9iv'e,:,'''republcan,filed
3
inclined
port
by Quartermaster General run over. Smith
at
and
seemed
np
Parks, regular, by a margin of about
32,
declared Martinez
OUJ11Z.
to remain within those limits. 300.;
was carried past (his station
and, in
1890 the reported state, there
In
Provisions held steady with hogs
Leaers In the race for congressman
to get' off the train, which
attempting
in good stand was
at large were:' E. T. Taylor and Ed- were 400,000 members
fell beneath the wheels. firm. First sales varied from a shade
moving,
,,n '';. 1
Z
cents per capita, It was stated
ward Keating, democrat H. S. Kins- ing each paying
by the trainmen that off to 5 cents up with January $19.95
but in 1912 there were less than half
for lard
C.
believed
C
P.
they
ley and
Dodge, republicans;
Martinez was intoxicat- for pork; $10.6710.70
j W.
that
the yearly loss ed.
and, $10.12
for ribs.
The closing
Waterman, republican today over- more number, making
than
from the per capita
'
V.'-'- W
Martinez was about 56 years of quotations for the day were:
turned the lead held by J. B. Browl tax alone. $7,000
age. He had a ticket in his pocket
Wheat, September 91; December
yesterday in the race for the short
Surgeon General Hanrahan's report from Ribera to Fulton
term fienatorahi-- and led by 4,000.
when he was 90.
favored the shortening of the annual
picked up. The state was representJohn Campbell, republican, appear
Corn, September
68; - December
While stating that oleo was ed at the
parade1.
ed to have a safe lead In his race for
Chester
hearing
by
57.
Hunker,
served instead of butter and that mat while W.
J. Lucas appeared as counthe nomination for supreme court tresses-- Oats, September 32; December
"are
thin for sel for the accused men.
i,
justice. Other leaders for nomina- comfort," the exceedingly
32.
special committee of the
tion on the republican state ticket Grand
Pork, September $17.22.
Army of the Republic appoint
were:
Lard, September $11.10.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ed to investigate the charges against
Leutenant Governor E. T. Elliott, the National
Ribs, September $10.62.
Kansas City, Sept. 12. Cattle, re
Soldiers' Home at Day
Auditpr,.At.p... Catron, Secretary of ton, Ohio, in the main exonerated
ceipts 4,500, Including 1,000 southerns.
the
state, "JohriE'Ramer, (unopposed), management of that institution
today Market steady. Native steers $6.50 NEW YORK 8T0CK EXCHANGE
treasurer, Q.4X Cass, progressive, at in us
tne
at
&10.50;
southern steers $46.25;
report
New York,- Sept. 12. Mioney congrand
encamp
torney, general,' Ben Griffith, progres ment.
cows and heifers
southern
to be the overshadowing feattinued
$3.255;
sive.
ihe management of the1 Dayton Native cows and heifers $3. 25 8.50; ure of the stock, market opening toTully Seott had a lead of 1,000 over, home had been a matter
of discus stockers and feeders $47.35; .bulls day at 6 per cent Dealings on the
John It. Dixon1 In the race for the sion
Ft
for years In G. A. R. circles. The
?3.755; calves $5. 609; western exchange were much restricted with
democratic nomination for supreme
committee said food was supplied in steers $5.
court
.and B, F. Montgomery
58.50; western cows $3.25 nominal price changes) in the better
justice
i
abundance and no
was
And it does better
6.00.
known issues. Among American Tobappeared to have a safe majority for fdund on that score complaint
among the 3,000
'
Mogs, receipts 5,500. Market shade acco and Harvester gained between
lieutenant governor. '
work.) Simply follow
'
v
inmates
i
Bulk of sales $8.6008.85; one and two points. Illinois Central
higher.
J. B. Fearce, democrat,
your cus'omary method
The system is a beautifully execut- ahead of M, ,H. Capp for secretary of
heavy $7.808.70; packers and but- - declined at
Bonds were easy.
of preparation
add a
of administrative work in feedchers $8.508.85; lights $8.608.90;
state while M. A. Leddy led M. H. edblt
noon hour money again
the
little less of Calumet
During
the
ing," says
report, "but it Is repug
Van Fleet1 for State treasurer by
went to yesterday's high rate of 5
nant to the idea of home and meals, pigs $6.257.25.
than when using ordiOther democratic leaders were:
per cent which resulted In further
considered
from
our
American stand
nary baking powder.
Auditor, Rodey Kenehan, (apparently
weakness In stocks, especially Amal
STANDING
OF
be
It
the
point.
CLUBS,
THs
best
may
possible
Then watch the result.
safe); attorney general, J. F. Farrar; solution of the
National League.
gamated and Reading. Concern over
problem, but It cer
Mary C. C.
Light, fijfTy, and even- - y state superintendent,
monetary conditions stimulated more
more
smacks
. Won
Lost
of
a
Pet.
tainly
"
c.
military
Bradford.
the baking
ly raised
camp or a prison than of a home for New York .
..92
.702 active selling. Practically all favorite
39.
comes from the oven
the worthy though unfortunate men Chicago
.631 stocks ruled under yesterday's clos
,.82 .43
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
more ten 'ing, tastier,
who saved this nation."
53
..79
Pittsburg
,b99 ing.
Ration?!.
Cincinnati 4 ,
The committeeJiritictiSeS
The market jclosed ffrm. General
57
more wholesome. ' "J
.496
Sept. 12. First game':
'..63' 68 ".485 recovery was made ltii tb final hour
by saying that competent , members Philadelphia"
Calumet itiswes the baking of an
'
ot the" 'home ar'i' 'Ocbupying' ih'ig'h 'cleri- St. Louis,..
h
.416 when money .rates, relaxed to the low
..65,, 77
expert. Ak"'i yonr grocer
. .
Brooklyn h . . M
,i ff.;.;l AzJO cal positions forwM!ii-'- - $20 and $25 Brooklyn . . .
. .49
82
est f; the,,day. A, feature was Colo;
;.;..C.';0 i8L'tf ist being palf respectfvely'iwhen simi- Bostdn
U Cincinnati
c
91
( EECZ1VED
..39
.300 radorFueJ which rose over two points.
'
Batteries:
and
Rasan
Benton
MiHer;:
lar positions occupied by civilians pay
HIGHCT AWARDS
'
xne last sales were:
'
and Clarke. '
;
from $75 to $125.
American League.
86
Amalgamated Copper
World's1
Won Lost
Pet.
Beet
Amercian
Sugar
......126
12.
First game:
Boston, Sept.'
Pure F c
Boston
.,.."..94.. 38
.712 Atchison
107
R.H.E. YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL SCORES
-- K
ExrMi5f
. 63
Philadelphia ..... ...80
.
.602 Great Northern ......
137
2
National
8
7
IA WAS Sil
Boston ........
League
80
55
Washington
.593 New York Central .".
'.Ui
0 8 ,2
Chicago
Pittsburgh, 10; Philadelphia, 3.
Chicago ....
64
68
L.-.- .485 Northern Pacific ....
......126
Ratterles: Hoss, Perue and .Rart
tans,
Detroit
62
73 .'. .459
......167
den;- Toney; Reulbach and Cotter.
Reading ... .........
American League
Cleveland
..
74
.444 Southern Pacifio
........59
....109
Boston, 6; Chicago, 0. '
New York
..48
84
.364 Union Pacifio ........
168
.....
New Yoifc, Sfipt. 12. First game:
9 ; Detroit, 7.
Philadelphia,
St.
Louis
'
87
'
1J12.
.341
'
...........45
72
R.H.E.
United Stiteg Steel
New York, 6; St. Louis, 4.
New York
United States Steel, pfd. bid. . . .112
...2 6 4 Cleveland, 3; Washington. 2.
Western League.
4 6 2
Louis

if
nn?wfH.flfT?-TSolid-Breec- h,
Hammerless. Safe.
t

--

lleffiM&Oreolarlii-

j

''

smoke
Bottom Ejection empty shells are thrown downward
and gases must go the same way, too insuring uninterrupted
sight rapid pointing always.
Solid Breech Hammerless perfectly balanced
a straight
strong sweep of beauty from stock to muzzle.
Three Safety Devi's accidental discharge impossible.
a quarter turn of the barrel does it
Simple Take-Dow- n
carrying, cleaning, interchange of barrels made easy your
ringers are your only tools.

-

.For

"jl

.

trap or field work the fastest natural pointer,
Look it over today

Yoar dealer lias one.

Kensington

Anns-Unio-

Metallic Cartridge Co.

--

.

299 Broadway

J :.

n

I

1

New York City

5

M

TIlIPWiKD

SEPTEriBER SACRIFICE SALE

shafeotii kins'

.

3

Rinding ourselves overstocked with Furniture,
having Just received a 22.000 pound car, we have
decided to offer, for cash, big values never before
offered in Las Vegas.
$13.85 for $22.00 Golden Oak Sideboards
$14.05 for $24.50 (Jolden Oak Sideboards
$10 65 for $27.50 Golden Oak Sideboards
$21.85 for $32.50 Golden Oak Sideboards

90.

'

"...

y

one-hal-

-

y
Wm vr

BRASS BEDS, 2.inch Post (like above)....
All other Brass and
and
for cash, commencing- FRIDAY 13th.
Iron-Beds- ,

EVERYTHING

,

x

'

r

B.

"

1--

EXCEPT

STAPLES

AT

15

OPPOS,TE

M- -

'

fine Dipner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour
SEE!--?Th- is

(

1

'

,

was-2,20-

0

1.

B

.. ..$10.00
at 5 off

30 PER CENT DISCOUNT FOR CASH

ROSENTHAL

T5he

,

s

...

-

cpd Cost

TO

IN FURNITURE,

Bed-Spring-

fiKQULAft RETAIL VALUE. Sta.OO

te eio&

SiiSM

,

EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mfghty-GooFlour that makes Baking
d"

?

flrt.-fioard- '

B

vara! carloads of this bennelfal
pnrehMed
turn purchase
onahled tha
dhST
an an i
a very low orice. We manofaotnrer
are
"adSaSuS ES
nj
parf
owe
iponao."la and only ak yon to pay a peFoEntBRo of the
Sort 2f tf,2
it !(of a beautiful "Oosmoa" Sonixu and
riiin?in?irt iS
thaa in In any retail obina atora. li Martotced bi both
anallty for
(lie munufaoturer and ourseivea.
3'unro la a coupon la every aack of LABABRE'n
eoaoona and M m in cash, draft, pontnl or
STll
Tnd
eipro,, money
end yon one of tlieao beautiful seta by frefeut.
Mi(nnce to The China Department of the LarabeVFIoS?
ufa OomDaE
ButK iiiuaon, Kansas. Be sure to wr ta your name
addreili niYni
Tbo ooupona in LARABBE'B Flour
nTod fof HsSera?
oiverwar
sdotber valuable premium Aak for deaoripfivo cirouJai?
MAN-MILL-

a

GER
Delight..-

-

'

............

Cl-:m-

flarc'i,

,

,

SL

Vu

don't tans nwnei) lihen
buy
cheap or tig can taking powder. Don't
t misled. But) Calumet It's mora
I vnomlcal
move wltolevm
gives
i it tear.ht. 1 CJumet h far wperior to
rmlh and uiJi.

.'

yl

Batterioei . J'athewson and Wilson;
Harmon and Bresnahan.

.Miss Celestina Baca returned this
afternoon from Trinidad whore1 she
has been spending several days visiting friends.

R. H. E.
".
Second game:' '
6 9 0
Cincinnati. ...
8 ,1
Brooklyn
Eugenlo Lujan has entered the emBatteries: Gregory, McGraynor and ploy of E. Rosenwald & Son as bookSieyers, Rucker and Rrwin, Miller.
keeper and stenographer.

.;......
................4

.

Denver
Omaha
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Lincoln
Wichita
Sioux City

Topeka

.......

"Won
85
83
81
.74
71

..69

.....G7'
48

Lost

Pet.

69

.690
.569
.659
.525
.483
.473
.472
.331

63
64
67
76
77
75
97

Antoine Delorla,' postmaster at Garden, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative value of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"From my own experience I recommend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
remedy for kidney trouble. My fathers was cured of kidney disease and
a good many of myi neighbors were
cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drus Co

Tty a Sack You'll Like

Q 5
V!

0

FIREMANS
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TOURNAMENT

Santa

SEPTEMBER 14th., 15th.,

F"e
1912

Tickets on sale September nth,, to i4th.. inc.

J1G5

M THE IHI)

TRIP

:

V

Final return limit, September 17th.,

D. L. BATCnELOR, Agent
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PLAYS AND PLAYER3

GtnranL uoi el

"Way Down East," will start on
its eighteenth year this month.
Maude Fealey and James Durkln
are to star in "The Right Princess."
George Soule Spencer will head a
stock company In New York this sea-

I son.

rJ!X$.ZR. FW3T, Prep

Paversham will have 150
"supers" In his production of "Julius
Caesar."
W. A. Brady is to produce "The
Correspondent," by Alice L. Pollock
and Rita Welman. ...
The Shuberts will send out "The
City" again tor a road tour, opening

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietof

in Milwaukee.

Ave

416 Grand

portunity."
There are rumors that Lina Cava-liewill forsake the opera house for
the stage and will soon appear in a
play by Paul Hervleu.
Winthrop Ames will present "June
Madness," by H. K. Webster, at the
Fulton Theater, New York, on Thursday, September 26.
Catherine Countlss has a new play
written by some university professor
in the west, which she will produce
after the holidays.
Miss Anglin will produce Edward
Knoblauch's gypsy-pla"Egypt," at
30.
N. Y., on September
Albany,
George Foster Piatt, Mr. Ames' stage
director, is mounting it.
The first American production of
Shaw's satirical play, "Fanny's First
Play," will be made in New York,
with the English company, on September 16. The opening will be at
Little
the Comedy instead of the
Theater, aa originally planned.
.

William

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, JN. M.

by a clubwoman .of Los Angeles, California.
Digby Bell Is to star in "It Happened In Topeka," by George V. Hobart,
with Wary Cecil aas leading lady.
Paul Master and Paul Milstach are
collaborating on a play to be produced
ia New York after the election.
Marie Tempest la soon to appear
In London In a new comedy by Harold
Chapin which Is called "Art and Op-

Lulu Glaser Is going Into vaude
ville, presenting a musical comedy
Phone Main 447
with a company of four.Battery Charging Station
"The Ne'er Do Well," It Is said, will
Automobiles (or Hire
be the first play In which the Panama canal will figure.
A. B. Thomas has written a play
entitled "The Black Flag," which
will produce.
PETER P. MACKEL Henry Miller
W. MJunroe and Harry FishGeorge
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
er have been engaged for the cast of
Eardwood Finishing, Paper Hasting
the new play, "The Sun Dodgers."'
and Glazing.
Janet Priest, the diminutive acEstimate Cheerfully Given.
Is to head the cast of "Baby
tress,
Town
.
.
Old
.
"Treat Bid Plasa .
Doll" to bo produced In St. Louis.
Is to appear in
Mabel Morrison
Vaudeville with a new sketch written

H. C. YOUNG

LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
OeLeral Repaints I

E. Las Vegas

Street

S20-6t- h

rl

y

Everybody reads The

OpHo.

Vaudeville Extra ordinary

Automobile, Carriage &

PMitiT ma

at an

0.

N.

HERMAN

MR. AND MRS. JACK MCGREEVY

Grand Ave

429

THE CLEVER OHPHEUM CIRCUIT T0PL1NERS

IN THEIR COMEDY SCREAM

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY REMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories

Stea,a Heat

Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
tci.il
Kates by Week or Month
gj

"THE VILLAGE FIDDLE1I AND TIIECOUNI

RY

IIAID"

Duncan Opera House Monday
'"

SEPTEfJBER 18

.

THRESHER

SEPTEMBER

RATON

IN

Frank
unloaded
Grubelniic
Saturday his
large threshing machine outfit which
is the first of Its kind to be shipped
into this point, with a view of making
Raton its headquarters. The outfit
consists of a GO horsepower J. I.
Case engine,, a separator with a
separator,
"cylinder and
and a water tank. The engine, with
one of the county's large graders attached, left for the south, where both
will be engaged for the next several
dayB in' grading up the highway between Raton and Red River bridge.
Next week Mr. Grubelniic leaves with
his outfit for a several weeks' threshing trip, visiting first a- - dozen or 15
places within a radius of 15 miles to
the south and east of Raton, where
considerable wheat and other grain
lias been successfully grown this season. The Rocky Mountain experimental farm six miles south will be the
first visited and later the Thompson
and Meloche ranch, 12 miles southeast of Raton, where a large acreage
has been planted In wheat this year.
In view of the presence of the large
thresher In this vicinity, the farmers
about Raton have already indicated
their intentions of increasing very materially their acreage, in grain, and
particularly in wheat, which scientific investigation has shown to be the
finest milling wheat grown in the
world. The Thompson and Meloche
ranch Is preparing to put out 600 acres
In grain for next year.
From all
present indications, agrtcultural development in Colfax county is on the
eve of a great awakening in which
the threshing machine is to play an
ever Increasing Important part.
Santa Fe,

12, 1912.

12.

N. M., Sept.
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IN MOUNTS

A specially

of life like expres-

Pretty

poses, correct

tones and harmony.

0

TELEPHONED AIN 214

!

O

VISIT OF COLONEL ROOSEVELT

1

ALBUQUERQUE, SEPT., 18,1912

HOW'S THIS

i

offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh, that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
"We, the undersigned, have known
HP. 3. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
IbeUeVe him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.:
"We

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the Wood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Pdlce 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all drugists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti:.

...

pation,

Tickets on sale September 17th., 18th.
Final Return limit Stptember 19th., 191a
FARE FOR THE
K0UND TRIP

t

'(''

lit

SOCIETY DIRECTOR"
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

LOCet

fl

A.

NO.

M.

C,

A. F.

Regular

1
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
KN IGHT8
OF PYTHIaS Mef
v
,wwevery Mob toy
- .
Ding In Castle HaB

ft

com-

-

munlcatlon first and
1
sfc.
third
Tharwlay to mmk
'
i
V
month, vmunt Drota- ivrt cordially inrlted
N.'O. Herman, W. M.; 9. R. Murray,
Secretary.

.?

Visiting Knights w

invito

cordiallr

Z

'

RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERB.
Li
.
ChaH.
TISEMENTS
Cba
aier.
Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
$ C.imroaDder. HrEstimate lx ordinary word to a line.
V '
f Martin, Keeper
No ad to occupy less space than two LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
RtKJords and Seal.
r
line. All advertls ment
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
charged
will be booked at space
coacUve mom4 Tswbactually set,
aid
- B. P. O. ELKS Meets, second
without regard to number of word.
day in e&ch moata at Vaeacfc
Cash In advance preferred.
at 7:80 p. m. C. D. fourth Tuesday evening of
sonlo Tempi
month Elks Home on Ninth street
R
Boucher. 8. C; Cha. Tamme,
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothcordr.
are
ers
cordially invited. P. D.
f
Exalted
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No, S, ROYAL
Secretary.
eonvoca-ARCH MAtONS

aetlloi
-

RX-tula-

.

tit

Ssalr

tloa txat Uoaday ia each

ill
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OPTIC'S
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NUMBER, MAIN S,

Wanted

cmt3i

$A

t'.Amttla Tia-. nu
if. R.
H. P.; T. O.

T:lt
Wimms,

Blood. eeoreUry.

RANiFORO QHAPTCM

ixst

wtf

WANTED 100 young calves. If you
nave one or more let me know.
'
Jacob .Regehr, R. 1, Box 3.
W AN$TBD

MAMaH Tmz-lWoniy M&trm;

Na t,

HUNKER A HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Ho
at Law.
Attorney
Las Vegas,
New Mex'
O. E.

Mm. T. & Bowta,
O. KaUede
Wortiy Vititm; Mrs. Go?e Tripy,
Smntsrr. Flion Main S3, 120

lime

Second hand range cook
Graad arena.
Give description and price.
Address: F. L. Stewart, care
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
hotel, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
lOSMeeta every Monday night at
O. R.
EaU, on oula avenue, at
8 o'clock.
VLiSteij eesxlara are
cordially weiooae. s. EL Gehriisa.
FOR SALE Furniture of five room president; X T. Butler, Mtcretary;
Jiouse.
Hard coal
j. a. uwij, treaawrer.
baseburner,
range and gasoline stove. 403 Eleventh street.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBIC
Meet in the forest of brother',,
FOR SALE, CHEAP Square piano.
love at Woodmen of the Worli
standard make. Inquire
hall, on the second and fourth Fj
Optic.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
FOR SALE Furniture. 705 Main ave
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vl:
nue.
ing neighbors are especially
i
come and cordially Invited.
FOR SALE CHEAP Two
pieces of
property, comer Third and Colum- J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 54J,
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
I. O. of B, B.
Meet
evry flrtl
Tuesday of the month In the veatn
FOR SALE Fresh cow For partic
room of Temple Monteflore at I
ulars call at Optic office.
o'clock p. m. VlsJtlnjp brothers are
Invited.
ordfcJly
Isaac Appel
Prealdent; Charlee Greenclay, Sec
Cas-tane-

a

For stl'

011-va-

ICCIL TIKE CARD

.

stove.

NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico, County of
San Miguel. In the District Court.
Frank Cayot," Plaintiff
vs.
No. 6878.
Virginia Gonzales de Olis
vas, and Francisca
de Martinez, Cale-do- n
Francisco
Olivas,
Olivas, Tonita Olivas,
Prudencia Olivas, Jac-ob- o
Olivas, Reyes Olivas, Margarita Olivas,
Josefita Olivas, Abelita
Olivas, who are the
heirs of Anacleto Olivas ; and Board of Counof
ty Commissioners
San Miguel, Defend- -

ATTQKNEYiij

mi tMri FH&yi la

tt

EAST BOUND

Arrlvt
No.

2.

No.

4.

;10 p. m...
.11:05 p m .
8. . 1:16 a. m...
No.
No. 10. . 1:46 p. m...
.

.

.

No.

1

Na 8..
Na ?..
No. 9..

1:16 p. I'
11:10
1:25 a.
. 1:10 9 m.

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m......,i:4S
6:16
,.6:10 a. m...
4:50
..4:40 p. m...
7:00
,.6:35 p. m...

r r"m
.

nlerit

should
An artlcla that has real
in time become popular. 1 J at such is

the case with Chamberla l.'s Cough
Remedy has been attestel by many
dealers. Here Is one of Uhem. H.
W. Hendrlckson, Ohio Ifalls, Ind.,
writes, "Chamberlain's Clugh Rem
edy is the best for coughs! colds and
croup, and is my best seller." For
sale by all dealers.
U. A. Smith,

Bridget on, Ind., had

kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help; He started
using Foley Kidney PIl,iB, and says:
"I began to get beter jat once, and
now all my trouble hasn't me and
I do not feel that I eier had rheurotary.
matism. I rest well all Itg&t and tho'
69
old, can now''vO' the work
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNS'i of ayears
man of 35
Vould like
.NO. 804. Meet second and fowl' to be the means ofyearB.
others gnttlng benPilla." Refuse
Thuday In O. R. C. fcafl. Plonee efit from Foley Kidney
substitutes. 0. G. Schaefer and Red
building. Visiting members are
Cross Drug Co.
dlally Invied. Peter Emenaker, G
K., Richard Devtne, T. 8.
$80,000,000.00
lost Annually by Wage
Earners
I. O. O. F.. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
Dr. Sadler estimates
that about
In wages is ;."st annual1. Meets
every Monday evening a: 80,OOC,000.00
American people as a direct
their hU on Sixth street All visit ly to the colds.
result of
Lost time cneans lost
ing brethren cordially Invited to at wages and doctoring is expensive.
tend. J . D. Frideaattao, N. a; Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Frank Friea, V. G.; T. M. Elwood promptly. It will stop the cough, and
heal and sooth the sore and Inflamed
Secretary ; Karl Wert, Treasurer: air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Cross Drug Co.

You Virginia Gonzales
de Olivas,
Caledon Olivas, Francisco Olivas, To
nita Olivas, Prudencia Olivas, Jacobo
Olivas, Reyes Olivas, Margarita Oli FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
keeping rooms at 1030 Firth street
Abevas,
Josefita Olivas, and
lita Olivas
and
each of you.
are hereby notified that the above en FOR RENT for one or two months, a
four room furnished bouse on the
titled cause wherein Frank Cayot is
hill. Electric light, telephone and
and
are
defendants has
your
plaintiff
water rent paid; use of piano; rent.
been begun and is now pending in the
rr.cderato.
Apply 1059 .Sixth street
District Court of San Miguel County,
New Mexico, and Is numbered 687S
on the docket of said court; that the FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms In the New Elks
general objects of the said action are
Home.
to recover Judgment against you In
Eleven
the sura
Hundred Dol
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
lars
the costs
together with
housekeeping rooms, electrto lights,
of suit .and to foreclose a certain real
fcaths, etc. Excellent location, 918
property mortgage given to plaintiff
Eighth street
by Anacleto Olivas deceased, and Vir
Running up and down stairs, sweepF. O. E. Meets first and third Tnet
ginia Gonzalei de Olivas on four hun
and bending over making beds
ing
RENT
Two
rooms for light
day evenings each month, at Wood will not make a woman healthy or
dred and sixty varas-oland situated FOR
man hall. Visitin Brother
housekeeping. 925 Second street
eot beautiful. She must get out of doors
at Sapello, San Miguel County, New
M walk a mile or two every day and
Invited
to
A.
attend.
dlally
cabounded
and
north by the
Mexico,
take Chamberlain's Tablets to ImFOR RENT Two room furnished
C.
S
B.
Adler, President;
Ward,
mlno real from Las Vegas to Sapello;
prove her digestion and regulate ier
house.
921 Lincoln avenue.
retaty.
bowels. For sale by all dealers;
south by the Rio Sapello; east by
said camtno real; and west by the cor-raj of Henry Goke, deceased.
You are further notified that un
less you enter or cause to be entered WE TEACH you a trade in a few
tVMf lb, or Mora, Each Delivery
... 3 Mr ItS'iiHu
months' time; no pxpense but your
your appearanoe In said cause on or
fee. to
-, Eaeh
WIS
t3 per. tot a.
work.
before the 21st day of October, A T.
Electricity,
automobiles,
Hit. U Jm lb
Eaol. 0Svfy
... 13
1J lit.
1912, judgment will
plumbing, firicklaying. 100 satisbe rendered in
BS lb, to ICS
Eaeh DUvry
4Se per ItS lb.
fied workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
said cause against you and each 6f
Lm Than Ef Iba. Each Delivery
.. IS par 1st lb.
Catalogue free. United ' Trade
you by default.
School
Co., Log AnPlaintiff's attorneys aro C. A. Spless
'Contracting
geles.
and H. W. Clark and their postofflce
and business address Is East Las Ve
'
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
gas, New Mexico.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
;
Clerk. LOST
A brown and white English
29.
Aug.
gept 5, 12, 19.
Setter, goes by the name of "Mick."
Finder
please sand information to
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR
.,
Optic.
T
CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES
Sealed bids for the construction ot
,
the following bridges will be reclved foot spans I beam girders and conat the office of the County cbark creteconcrete abutments and steel
and
clerk of the hoard of cylinder piers.
The said above three bridges are
county commissioners of the CountJ
of San Miguel, State of New Mexico, to be build in accordance with tho
up to 12 o'clock noon of the 23rd plans and specifications now on file
In the office of the said county clerk
day of September 1912,
1. A bridge across the Pecos riser and
clerk of the said board,
Classified 'ads. search out thejpeople to whorn amonf al
near Pecos town at the point where where they may be .examined by all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth
moit.
t
the main traveled public road crosses bidders.
p
the said river. Two (2)-8toot steel
All work and materials are to be
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to somespans concrete abutments steel cyU furnished by . the successful bidder
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
inder piers.
and all bids must be accompanied by
hear of your property unless it were advertised here. '
2. A bridge across the Pecos river certified check in the sum of $500.
at Vlllanueva at the point where the By order of the board of County
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wan
main traveled public road crosses the Commissioners of the County, of Sua
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
said stream. Two
foot steel Miguel, New Mexico.
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
spans concrete abutments steel cyl BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
sort, and musical instruments.
Inder piers.
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
As the clasniaed aii. ara real by all
8. A bridge across the Canyon de
MIGUEL, NEW MEXICO.
pasjiblsbiriri, f t
Azul at the point where the new ias Attest:
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders "of the
Vegas-Mor- a
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
publlo road crosses the
best markets!
Two
isaid canyon.
(40) (Seal)
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FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,053
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OVERLAND VZuZl SOT

blad-

Kidney Pins for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary Iregularities.
They are safe and reliable. They
help quickly and permanently. In
the yeJIow package. O. G. Schaefer
jRBd Red Cross Drug Co.

,..
......

AGUA PURACOlIPAlNY

AGENT

.

der medicine must first stop the prog
ress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley

BHry

lb,

D. L. BATGHELOR,

Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has us
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and gays she always recom
mends It to her friends. "It never
fails to cure our coughs and colds and
prevents croup. We have five children and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without it in our house." 0.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

EeaS The Optic,

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
GOOB3 OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

tjm

News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary.

'

CAFf

NO

RETAIL PRICES

.JfSC

the

kidney and

A

-

NOTICE.,

Notice is hereby g ven that the of
ficial paper of the New Mexico Cat
tle Sanitary Board will on Septem
ber 1, 1912, be changed from the Las
Vegas Optic, of Lag Vegas, N. M, to
the Roswell News, of Roswell, New
Mexico. After the above date all no
tices of estrays will be published In

A really effectlv

u'T
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THE LATEST STYLE

sions.

A
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ants.

OPENING CATHOLIC BAZAAR

DC

A

B3T

THE

"Fori2erit

Shumate's Studio

LOBBY. REST

IE

Telephone

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you.
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(2)-80-
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Phone Main 344,

Whalen,
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Fowler Preps
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

1

fiCPTEMBER

CPTlC, THURSDAY,
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iSVEN
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From Alaska to the Panama Canal, from New York to
San Francisco

is IN

YOU GOULD NO
A

I

I!

print shop that can put out better job work than that done by

i

T

J

o

Til

TTTi

11

o

T- 1-

Company

jiH

Our job department is equipped with all necessary machinery and is
manned by
J

UNI

1

1

LABOR

Which is in itself a guarantee of quality. If you do not already know it, investigation will convince you that we can turn out commercial printing as

-

1

P11

Telephone

Mail n

LAS VEGAS DAILY

SEPTEMBER

OPTIC, THURSDAY,

Try a dram of Ola Taylor Uourtt.a

n

TJ

r '

f

j

at the

LOCAL NEWS

S.

Opera Bar.

12,

1912.

J.

I STEVENS

EES

Fred Greater, colored, who has been
AFTER UJSfl ILLNESS
the Las Vegas hosiptal for several weelfs, has been discharged and
W.
ED.
OF
DAUGHTER
WAS
has returned ta his home.
ill In

Sea Van, Petten for insurance.

Fineh'i Golden Wedding Eye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distiiSary
to you. At the Lobby, of couraa

ill

A

S)P

SMITH AND HAD MANY
FRIENDS HERE

n
The Catholie Ladies' Bazaar
will (dve a six handed euchre
Mrs. Viola Elizabeth Stevens, wife
party Wednesday afternoon, Septem- of J. F.
Stevens, died last night at
Whit
Kitchen.
Home cooking. ber 18, at 2:30 o'clock in
10:30 O'clock at her home, 813 Fifth
Cleanliness.
Meala
Good service.
25
cents.
Admission
house.
opera
'
street, Mrs. Stevens was taken ill
25c. Special dinners Sunday. No x- r
n
'
last March, coming to Las Vegas in
tra charge.
The Knights of Columbus will meet company with her husband for her
f
in rogular session in tho O. R, health the latter
part of May, Her
Tho Ladies' Aid society of tho Chris- tonight
is
C. hall.
of
Business,
importance
condition seemed to improve up to
tian church will hold a food and canfor transaction and all members three days ago, at wnich time there
dy sale and will also have on sale, up
to be'present. The Knights was a sudden change for the worse.
home made aprons and comforts at are urged
to
Mrs. Steyena was the daughter of Ed
plan their activities for the
expect
the Coora tmildlng all dayi aSturday
fall and winter months.
W. Smith, sporting editor of the Chicago American, who was referee of
Manuel Boran was arrested last
Johnson-Flynthe
championship bout
on
The city council did not meet last
the charge of drunken
evening
vmi-vh- i
ness. He was given a hearing before night for the reason that there was staged here on July 4. She was a naWU ; i
Judge D. It. Murray this morning and not a quorum present. Some of the tive of Chicago, having been born in
22
the
yearg ago. She
Windy Cityi
was sentenced to 15 days In the city councilmen are out of town' oa their
was a hride of only a few'months, her
coolor.
vacations. The Las Vegas city coua
to J.-Stevens having oc
cil fails to hold more meetings for marriage
1912. ;Siie Is sur
on
curred
9,
May
A. Mennet, the veteran salesman of lack of a
quorum than any other elnv
vived by her father, mother and two
Las. Vegas, is now on the road
ilar organization.
sisters, Lillian Smith, aged 15 years,
Groea, Kelly & Company. Mr.
and Virginia Smith aged 4 years. A
Mennet made the change from the
'Tie
Las Vegas camp of the Modern. brother, Lester
Smith, died in Las
on the first of
Charles
Woodmen of America will meet in
'
'
Vegae on June 4, 1912.
this month.
regular session tomorrow evening in
The parents were notified of the
the Woodmen of the World hall on critical condition of their daughter
The senior elasa of the Y. M. C. A.
Sixth
street Election of officers to yesterday afternoon' and it is thought
aswill commence class work in the
fill
several
positions now variant they left for Las Vegas last evening
sociation gymnasium this evening.
will
be
held.
Other business of im on the California Limited, which will
A.
8
will
start at o'clock.
The class
A large arrive here tomorrow
R. Marwick will have charge tonight. portance will be transacted.
morning.
No funeral arrangements have been
A regular director will be appointed is desired,
made, though it is thought that the
in the near future.
This class is
Transito Valdez, was taken into body will be taken to Chicago for bur
open to association members over
18 years of age. custody last evening by Deputy Sher ial. This, however, will be decided
iff F. R. Guerln on tbe charge of after the arrival of the father.
Good music with, dancing from 10 stealing two horses from Pablo Vigil.
o'clock until 12 o'clock will be en- The two horses were in Valdez's pos
" LYON BUNCH WINS.
joyed every evening next week by session when Guerin made the arrest,
In the bowling tournament held last
is
was
set
said.
The hearing
those who attend the Catholic Ladies' it
bazaar.
The Simison five piece or- for late this afternoon in the court night on the alleys in the Elks club '
V
c-J'
"Pnshllie
"Push the
chestra has been engaged for the en- of justice of the Peace Felipe Baca house, the Lyon team defeated the
Battoo
Button
Anton
i
in
two
out
of
three
aggregation
Matte in
V
"A- and
tire week and will grind out air of y Garcia. Valdez, despite his Spanish
and
r
.
a 1,irKe variety
games. The first contest was won by
x
Rest
Rest"
Some name, is a colored man.
the latest hits for dancing.
"
YouU
y
JL of styles and si?.cs,'S
a score of 707 to 591, and ,the second
VxS
'
,
special entertainment, has been proit
t
wi
or
ith
don
contest by a score of 628 to 612,., .An- h- know whatK-Jriiloo- sI,
vided for, every night. The entertainP. D. McElroy, . .president of the
'Jfrom
ton's
team
won
comfort is l
real
che
r
final
ions.
game by
ment will last from one to two hours, States Fireman's association; William
a score of 654 to 615. The grand to
after which the floor will be cleared Wood, treasurer of the association;
tal
made by members, of Lvnn'o
'.VrheS , r. Button"
for thoBe who cafe to trip the light C.
It just fits every H-rt- v
H. Baily, and Ludwlg W. Ilfeld, bunch was
"
of your botiy, 1.
curve
which
was
1950,
93
"""V- ' " enab'
Hjou to ad- points
fantastic.
- f..at
of
Romero
Hose
E.
the
the back
:
and once you Bit r
representatives
above that made by the Anton quin
- t
r-- "
want
down
iitaEtlybysimand
Fire
you'll
Charles
and
company,
'
tette.
to stay there forever!
Through the democratic and repubtouching
Jpiy
a
assocl-tkr.j
vice president of the
Charles O'Malley of the Lyon team I
uttonontightannof alLU
lican national committees several
j Foot Rest slides k fct el srl
and representative of the East carried off the honors of the
first class newspapers have been
evening,
side department, will leave Saturday rolling the high total score,
489, and
placed in the reading room of the T.
Santa
for
to
Fe
atend the annual me nign single game score, 184. F.
M. C. A, The republican committee
of the fire fighters.
R. Perry was the closest
competitor
has presented the association with meeting
for high total score. Perry rolled 397
Gloae"
Louis
subscriptions to the St.
In the three games.
OH! YOU INVESTIGATORS
Democrat, the Kansas City Journal,
The total scores of the members of
Inter-OceaOma
and the
the Chicago
Major Ludwig' W. Ilfeld,
Captain
ha Bee. The democratic romitt.eeJjfcBOga.lj!j, .Morrftfm and Second Lieu the two teams are as follows: Lyon'S
ontr Arhor S.t"trlo
1
i
1.
i .
has "sefirffie'HewTorkWbria" vu"uie tenant (J. Nelson Robbins hav.e been team Lyon 349; Martin 259; Lujan
j
An
Y, M. C. A. The subscritpions will detailed by Adjutant" General A. S. ssu; O'Malley 489; Witten 373.
CALL AND SHE TIIHr.1 AT;
McWenie
continue until after the fall cam- Brooks to investigate the killing of a ton's team Anton 394;
368; Perry 397; Hoke 380; Duncan
paign. This will enable the members gray mare, by Private Procopio Vale- 318
of the association to ge,t the latest rio during the recent encampment on
In winning last night's contest the
"dope" on the political situation be- the rifle range. They will go to the
Lyon
aggregation retained the right
on
tween now and the election. Other range
Saturday to look over the to
compete with the Kelly team for
newspapers have been asked for by ground before reporting to the offi
the championship of the alleys. This
the y. M. C. A., the national commit- cials in Santa Fe.
contest will be held in the near fu
tees appearing to be willing to furnish
wire. I he exact date will be an
any publication that may be desired.
HUNKER RECEIVES HONORS
nounced later.
George H. Hunker, past exalted
ruler of Las Vegas lodge No. 408 B,
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic
P. O. Elks, has ibeen appointed by
.
Grand Exalted Ruler Thomas Mills office.
asao-ciatio-
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The ladies wonder what they can use, for sandwiches. Let us suggest a few of our sandwich

meats.

.

wtoxu- -

if rot S 81

.

Veal Loaf
Beef Loaf
'""-Slic- ed
Beef
Sliced Sausage
v
'
ft

Deviled Ham
Potted Ham

Potted Chicken
Potted Turkey

;

.

They All Are Jxc?llert
TRY THEM".
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STEARNS
J. H. GROCER
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WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL

If Your Shirt
Is Laundered
by our new "pressm

If it may be tamed a science
include

The

class in

Soiling

Farms
WMwmm
w&d&segGiga
At

.

1

'

;tt3 Sl:ia

ths slrAut

us 3 the

OPTIC

w a ht
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noT.u hns
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Cl d C

For Extra Fancy
'

a means of presenting the

proposition 1o the greatest number
of prospective buyers, fo reach this

Scionco of
-

must

system"
it has the same attractive appearance that it has when
new. Our process gives the
shirt the proper stiffness without that harsh, board like
effect.

"

And, owing to the fact that
there is no friction used to
iron your garments, by this
method, there is positively
no opportunity for unnecessary wear.
Our "press ironers" maie
your linens fit and look betterand wear better.

HY

Ea

Las

CsrHiriiifs

or

OUR

woux

VepSteaiii
f

.

Phone Mma 61

617 Bought Awe

appi-eciat-

DISPUTE OVER HORSE
over the ownership

A lively dispute

Vegetables Go to

The Best fa

THE

Gil

& IIAYVARO

COIAIIY

1

EEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

li

Cadillac.;,'..

LOCAL AGENTS

'

lw J

JtUcrs'i-- i Fa? ncV

E. U. Kaynolds

I

Stephen

B.

Cavi

Vi-.-

t'resiJ'-.i-t

e

'

E;vnjlfn

1

11.

I

r

itai'ctt hsi
F.;l

fs'.--

nds Cashier
Asst Cashier

,

'

first Mtional bark

ClBoamon Rclls

'

Catital,

$100,000

OP' LAS VEGAS, N.

Surplus, and

r

M.

i'soi'it'i I35C00

UN&iviD-t- o

"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to TOST CITICE

!'

.

Oitr Depo.s!;,.rs Keteive Every Courtrsy
Wii!s;a the Scope of Guzi

.

1

'

President

'

Vice Pre3ldant

,, ,
'

PERM OMON & SON
-S-

"

Tfce City

show for the money.
Street

v

-

CHARLES ILFELD ICO.

.

Shlh

Cadillac

I
Demotjstrator.
The l5.' Cadiilac' is a wonderful car er.ibody- rr.-rtrinements and c uippec-- with
it)g all
even a more silent and powerful engine th tin the
1912 model.

BAKERY GOODS

We are cutting lots of both of these fine cut
flowers now. These last well and make a good

,507

" 1913"

It will pay you to examine the merits of the Vi9l3

Cut Gladiolus and Aster
For

in a few. weeks can see the new

FRESH EVERY DAY

a fine sorrel stallion was in progress today in the court of Justice of
the Peace D. R. Murray. The animal
is in the possession of Tranquilino
Vara of Tiptonvllle, but Pete Roth
of this city claims that the horse is
one stolen from him three years ago,
Roth came across the horse six
days ago while on a trip north of this
He states that he recognized
city.
the animal as his, and reported the
matter to the officials. Roth claims
that another brand has been burned
'
over his brand, : .'
Yara testified that he had raised
the stallion, which he said, was foaled
on his ranch six years ego, and positively denied that the horse belonged
to Pete Roth. The hearing was stilt
in progress late this afternoon, and
so decitiios had been reached.

of

Fried Cakes and

Kinds of Frrih Fruits and

Prospective Automobile
'.Purchasers'

as district deputy grand exalted ruler
for the New Mexico. This is an hon
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
or which Mr. Hunker and all the Las
The WANTED Oh
Vegas Elks greatly
ambermaid
at Plaza
deputy grand exalted ruler is the rep
hotel.
resentative of the grand lodge in each
state.
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